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Introduction

In the last decades, the formalization of mathematical knowledge, and the verification and
automation of formal proofs, has become increasingly popular. Formal methods nowadays are
not just used by computer scientists to verify software and hardware as well as in program
synthesis, but ave also drawn the interest of an increasing number of research mathematicians.
By now, there is a plurality of systems available, each with its own growing library of formalized
mathematics.
However, many mathematicians complain that
• formal systems are difficult to learn and use, even if one is well acquainted with the
(informal) mathematics involved,
• they require a level of detail in proofs that is prohibitive even for “obvious” conclusions,
• their libraries are difficult to grasp without already being familiar with the system’s
language, conventions and functionalities.
Consequently, the utility of formalizing mathematical results can be too easily (and too often
is) dismissed in light of the additional time and work required for non-experts. This is despite
the fact that many services available for formal mathematics are already enabled by semiformal (or flexiformal ) representations, such as semantic annotations in natural language texts,
or formal representations containing opaque informal expressions (see e.g. [Koh13], [Lan11a],
[Ian17], [Koh+17b], [CS17], [Deh+16]). Therefore, we need to invest into methods for bridging
the gap between informal mathematical practice and (semi-)formal mathematics.
We want to contribute to such a bridge between informal and (semi-)formal documents, by
developing a framework using symbolic and machine learning techniques that
1. automatically adds formal semantic annotations to informal mathematics where
possible, and
2. highlights ambiguities where not, in order to encourage clarification from a user.
Michael Kohlhase developed the sTEX package [Koh08] for LATEX, specifically for annotating
mathematical documents with structural and formal semantics. In particular, sTEX is based on
an OMDoc [Koh06] ontology, which is foundation-agnostic in the sense that it does not favor a
specific foundation (such as type or set theories) over any other. This approach is consequently
best suited for semantifying informal documents, where foundations are often unspecified, left
implicit or switched fluently. Furthermore, sTEX allows markup both on the level of mathematical expressions as well as on a structural level, such as declarations, definienda/definientia
and theorems. Consequently, sTEX can serve as an ideal target for this goal.
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As a first approach, we will use the SMGloM [Koh14] semantic glossary of mathematics,
which contains hundreds of sTEX-annotated concepts and definitions, providing LATEX-macros
for their symbolic notations (i.e. presentation as pure LATEX) as well as introducing logical
identifiers for semantically referencing concepts in natural language texts.
Individual entries in the glossary are collected in individual, .tex-files, which can be compiled
into (disambiguated) OMDoc. The individual files are connected via a module system provided
by the sTEX-package using the logical identifiers.
Consequently, the SMGloM library can serve as an ideal data set for supervised learning
to 1. disambiguate formal expressions in LATEX using SMGloM macros, and 2. automatically
reference SMGloM entries in natural language paragraphs.
sTEX declaration

sTEX references

OMDoc for \eq{a,b}

% equality as a flexary infix operator
\symdef[name=equal,gfc=N2]{eqFN}{\mathrel{=}}
\symdef[name=equal,assocarg=1]{eq}[1]{\assoc[p=300]\eqFN{#1}}
We call two mathematical objects $a$ and $b$ \trefi{equal},
(written $\eq{a,b}$), iff there are no properties that
discern them.
<OMA>
<OMS cd=”http://mathhub.info/smglom/mv/equal.omdoc?equal” name=”equal”/>
<OMV name=”a”/>
<OMV name=”b”/>
</OMA>

\symdef introduces a new mathematical concept with globally unique identifier (see third row), \trefi
allows for referencing it, the formal expression a = b is disambiguated in the resulting OMDoc.

sTEX itself is integrated, and shares an underlying OMDoc ontology, with the Mmt system [RK13; HKR12; Rab17] – a foundation-independent meta-framework and API for knowledge management services. This integration makes the generic services provided by MMT
available to informal mathematical texts. As a next step, we will explore the possibility of using Mmt’s generic type checking component to formally verify the disambiguated expressions
obtained from informal mathematical texts in the step above. This would result in a rudimentary type checker integrated into LATEX, similar to Naproche [Cra+09] and related systems.
Additionally, several theorem prover libraries have been translated to OMDoc and integrated in the Mmt system, e.g. [Koh+17a; MRS19] (for a detailed overview, see [Mül19] and
[KR20]). This allows extending our training data to existing data sets for automated formalization (e.g. [KUV17a; KUV17b; WKU18]), potentially extending the SMGloM automatically,
and provides an attractive avenue for subsequent research by using alignments [Mül19; Mül+17]
between SMGloM and formal libraries to verify informal mathematics using several state-ofthe-art theorem prover systems.
We expect the work to result in a deeper integration of formal methods in the workflows of
working mathematicians (e.g. via proper integration in LATEX-IDEs), making formal methods
and their advantages accessible to non-experts in STEM fields. Hopefully, this will vastly
increase both their ubiquity outside the formal mathematics community and the general amount
of formal mathematics available, thus also benefiting e.g. the formal abstracts and related
projects.
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